
  

 

Cast of Characters!      
 

Jimmy Marcus – the ringleader both as a kid and as an adult in his neighborhood in the Flats, he & 

Sean become friends when their fathers form a friendship at the Coleman Candy Company. Over time 
he led a criminal crew, served time, and is now owner of a corner store in the Flats. He is the father of 
one daughter, Katie, from his first marriage, and two more, Sara and Nadine, from his current marriage 
to Annabeth. He is still a force within his neighborhood, and draws on that as the story unfolds. 
 

Dave Boyle – Dave is also from the Flats, and has been more hanger-on than major friend of Jimmy – 

who Dave idolizes. He is the only one of the three to get in the brown Plymouth, a traumatic event that 
resounds throughout his life. He has known some success as a baseball player, and has found some 
peace and happiness with his wife Celeste and their child Michael. 
 

Sean Devine – the third boy who was playing with Jimmy and Dave when the brown Plymouth 

showed up. He is from the Point and he becomes a cop working homicide as a State trooper. 

 
Marita Marcus – Jimmy’s first wife and Katie’s mother who died of cancer while Jimmy was in 

prison. 
 

Henry & George – the pair who drove the dark brown Plymouth, “looked like cops” and abducted 

Dave Boyle. Also referred to as Big Wolf and Greasy Wolf. 
 

Val & Kevin Savage – the sons of small-time crook but brutishly large Theo. They are the brothers of 

Jimmy’s second wife, Annabeth, and were part of his crew before he went to prison. They’ll do just 
about anything Jimmy wants them to do. 
 

Annabeth Savage Marcus – Jimmy’s wife and Katie’s stepmom, she is also the mother of Jimmy’s 

other two daughters. Fiercely loyal to Jimmy and their family, Jimmy draws strength from her. 
 

Katie Marcus – Marita and Jimmy’s daughter, she’s nineteen, works in Jimmy’s corner store, and 

secretly dates Brendan Harris since her father seems to dislike him for some reason. She and Brendan 
plan to run away to Las Vegas and get married. 
 

Brendan Harris – a shy, good looking guy from the Flats who lives with his bitter, chain-smoking 

mother Esther, and his mute younger brother “Silent” Ray, named after their father “Just Ray” – who 



left them when Brendan was six. Silent Ray’s only other friend is Johnny O’Shea “cursed with a mean, 
old man’s face on a kid’s body”. 

 
Bobby O’Donnell – is the “gangster-wannabe” who was dating Katie Marcus before she started 

dating Brendan – and who refused to accept that she’d moved on. Her mother calls him “Little Caesar” 
not only for his reputation, but because “he’s short and fleshy like Edward G. Robinson”. Bobby has a 
right-hand man called Roman Fallow, who is good-looking but creepy, who intimidated Katie into 
heading home the night she and her friends are out dancing on bars. 
 

Diane Cestra & Eve Pigeon – Katie’s two best friends who were out helping her celebrate her last 

night in town downing ‘kamikazes and Mich Lights and shrieking every time a good-looking guy shot 
them The Look’. Katie drops them off before heading home by herself. 
 

Celeste Boyle – daughter of Rosemary Savage Samarco, married to Dave and mother to Michael, 

their son. She is a cousin of Annabeth Marcus, who comes to Annabeth’s support while also trying to 
protect and support her husband.  
 

Whitey Powers – Sergeant with the State Homicide department that Sean Devine is in. When Sean 

is told to return to work (after disciplinary action) he is partnered with Whitey to keep watch on him 
“until the department brass decided if he met their gold standard or not.” Together with Connolly & 
Souza, new Homicide officers, the patrol units, and Crime Scene Services (CSS), they are working to 
solve Katie Marcus’s case. 

 
Lauren Devine – Sean’s estranged wife who may or may not have been pregnant with his child, and 

who has moved out. She calls Sean periodically, but never says anything. 

 
Detective Lt.  Martin Friel – is Sean Devine’s commanding officer of Barracks Six” going back a 

couple of presidents”. He is a small guy, with “a bland voice to go with his bland face, and nothing but a 
brown horseshoe of hair” who had worked his way up the ranks. What Sean notes is Friel’s mind: “a 
dense, unquestioning combination of the practical and the moralistic. You committed a capital crime in 
Martin Friel’s jurisdiction and it was his … and he took it very, very personally. “ 
 


